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Abstract

Purpose – Financial and nonfinancial disclosures are still anchored to conventional notions of transparency,
whereby corporations “push” information out to various stakeholders. Such information is now “pulled” from
various sources and addresses aspects of corporate behavior that go well beyond those envisioned by the
disclosure framework. This shift makes notions of values, measurement and accountability more fragmented,
complex and difficult. The paper aims to bring the accounting scholarly debate back to what and how
transparency can be achieved especially in relation to issues of social inequality and sustainability.
Design/methodology/approach – After an analysis of the limitations of current approaches to disclosure,
the paper proposes a shift toward normative policies that profit of years of critique of positivism.
Findings –Drawing on the notion of value-added, the paper ends with a new income statement design, labeled
as Value-Added Statement for Nature, which recognizes Nature as a further stakeholder and forces human
stakeholders to give voice, or at least acknowledge the lack of voice, for non-human actors.
Originality/value –The author proposes a shift in the perspective, practice and institutional arrangements in
which disclosure occurs.Measurement and transparency need to happen in communication exercises, which do
not presuppose what needs to be made transparent once and for good but define procedures on how to make
fragmented, complex, multiple and volatile notions of value transparent. Income statements and accounting
more in general is to be reconceived as a platformwhere stakeholders will have to continuously negotiate what
counts as the common good in the interest of all, including Nature.
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Who wants transparency when you can have magic?

(The Duke of Windsor, The Crown).

The paradox of transparency: why searching for (and believing in) it makes
us blind
Transparency presupposes what one wants to make transparent (Strathern, 2000). If one is
accounting for bottles of water, only bottles of water will be seen. If one is accounting for
profits, only profits will be visible. If one is accounting for CO2 emissions, one will see only
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CO2 emissions. This is common sense. Every way of seeing something is a way of not seeing
something else.

In responding to the limitations of transparency in dealing with nonfinancial disclosure,
recent approaches such as the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Accounting for
Sustainability (A4S), Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Integrated Reporting (IR)
have pursued the gradual enlargement of the realm of the measurable, from financial to
societal and environmental metrics. The intent is commendable. In seeking to render
transparent the entire realm of the now-relevant invisible, these initiatives have left the
underlying approach to measurement unchanged.

Seeing, measuring and knowing are complex processes. Looking at the photo in Plate 1,
what do you see? Flags. The United Nations 17 SDGs. They appear obvious and clear; no one
can take a stand against them. Who would be against alleviating poverty? Or eliminating
anger? Common sense would suggest that these are urgent goals. I fully support them too.

But wait a minute! The photo is blurred. At closer look, there is something standing
between you (who wants to see, measure and know whether you are moving toward these
targets) and the SDGs (what you want to see, measure and know). That something is the
artist, Liu Bolin, the invisible man, who holds a written sign, “Future”, which gives a name to
this work of his. Bolin playswith the interplay between visibility and invisibility to alert us on
social issues affecting the world in which we live (Liu Bolin Studio, 2000). “Future” speaks to
the complex relationships between us and the economies, societies and environments in
which we live.

For an accountant like me, this is also a work that alerts us to the perils of transparency.
Accounts, reports, targets and measurements are like this photo: They make us believe that
we can see things clearly, that we can measure complex phenomena by reducing them to
numbers and numerical calculations, and that through these numbers we can know and

Plate 1.
The Future. Liu Bolin
(reproduced with the
permission of the
author)
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manage the world around us. Bolin’s work warns us that the process is a bit more complex.
First, it is a matter of perspective. If you changed perspective—the focus of the photo—you
would understand that there is something between you and the SDG measures, thereby
discovering the trick. Bolin’s photo makes us reflect on the practice of making things
transparent—the complex and patient work required for Bolin to become invisible and for
transparency to become illusorily real. It signals that what is outside the picture (the brushes,
the assistants, etc.)—the arrangements surrounding the photo—are possibly more important
than the photo in itself in helping us understand what the SDGs measures tell us, and why
and how they tell us that. It is this perspective, the role of measuring practices and the
institutional context in which they occur that make transparency powerful, deceptive,
illusionary and enchanting [1].

There is as much to learn from art as there is from science, when one deals with seeing
things through numbers and through other visual and more recently digital representations
(Hoskin, 1995; see also, Quattrone, 2017).

This deception is the theme of another of Bolin’s work, Rialto Bridge (see Plate 2), in which
he becomes transparent and makes the onlooker believe in the mirage of a free gondola in a
busy, hot and humid summer day in Venice: running toward the target that looks like
salvation, but bumping into the artist who stands between the onlooker and the goal. What is
believed to be an incontrovertible target, so clear, so obvious, so just, makes one lose sight of
the fact that measuring is risky business. The onlooker forgets that targets are moving that
they are ambiguous and result from complex negotiations. It is this ambiguity that makes
them so appealing that no one can be against them. Efficiency is good, as far as I am not the
resource to be cut.

We tend to trust numbers because of their aura of objectivity (Porter, 1995). We tend to
think of accounting and performance measurement systems as oracles: One interrogates the
past, present and future of corporate behavior, and the system of disclosure should provide

Plate 2.
Rialto Bridge. Liu Bolin
(reproduced with the

permission of the
author
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incontrovertible answers (not by chance, “Oracle” is the name chosen for one of the most
powerful Enterprise Resource Planning System!). Numbers and targets make us forget that
for the framework to ensure that we ask corporations the right questions about their
behavior, the framework should create doubt rather than certainties about corporate conduct.
Doubt, not prophecies, creates the space for scrutiny.

Given that current approaches to nonfinancial disclosure seem to be enchanted by the
same chimera of transparency as financial disclosure has been for decades, I propose a brief
detour back to the limits of financial disclosure, to identify some problems with value
measurement. This identification should help to clarify how we can avoid the same mistakes
in measuring and disclosing when measuring and disclosing nonfinancial values. These
problems, as I discuss later, relate to issues of perspective when we seek transparency and
design disclosure systems, the measuring practices adopted and the institutional
arrangements in which these practices occur. How much do we make invisible by seeking
transparency? And why? Is there an approach to transparency and disclosure other than the
one underpinning the existing initiatives, which are still verymuch underpinned by a belief in
market efficiency and the supremacy of shareholders’ value as the driver of corporate
behavior?

Scrutiny and morality require a different kind of institutional work, an acknowledgment
of the unavoidable and continuous shift of perspective when measuring and a set of
disclosure practices that are coherent with both scrutiny and morality. They do not happen
by magic. Numbers alone cannot make the trick.

The problem with disclosure and transparency: the focus/perspective, the
practice and the institutional arrangements of measurement
Take any first-year accounting textbook or any manual for an accounting qualification. The
first chapter will likely contain a picture like the one in Figure 1. Financial reports are defined
as instruments to disclose financial results to a wide set of stakeholders, from shareholders to
the State. They are supposed to contribute to the transparency needed for the efficient and
effective functioning of financial markets. This disclosure framework also indirectly
guarantees internal controls and good manager—shareholder relationships; if managers do
not performwell, themarket will react and share priceswill drop. Poor share performancewill
force shareholders to intervene to put the situation back on track, possibly by firing
managers and substituting them with better ones. The idea is that in guaranteeing and
protecting the interest of shareholders, the system also helps to regulate relationships with all
the stakeholders and magically acts in the interest of the entire economy and society. Too
good to be true.

The practice of disclosure is relatively distant from a theory that assigns predefined roles
to supposedly rational actors who play on that financial stage called “the market”. What
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Figure 1 and its underlying idea of disclosure describe is closer to fiction than to reality—a
world in which idealized stakeholders are given a script to play on a stage.

The analysis of every accounting scandal would unveil such a fiction and show that the
assumptions underlying a theory of disclosure inspired by the dream of transparency are, at
best, naı€ve. Take the Parmalat scandal for instance (Capolino et al., 2004; Macintosh and
Quattrone, 2010). The main shareholder, Calisto Tanzi, had a much more complex agency
than simply maximizing his return on equity. He was at the center of a network of
relationships that made Parmalat one of the instruments through which a great part of the
Italian political system of the time was financed. Rather than maximizing profits,
shareholders often choose to compromise. Tanzi, as much as every supporter of the US
President Elect, provided support to politicians—in some cases, legally. There is nothing
wrong in compromising within the boundaries of the law. The issue is that the current theory
of disclosure does not account for compromises; it accounts for clear-cut agencies and
relationships, thereby making these compromises disappear under the illusory impression
that shareholders care only about profits, that banks care only about their credits, that the
State and its governors care only about taxes and that auditors seek only to certify fair truths.
Politicians and governments care about taxation, but even more about their re-election and
their social network of power. Auditors care about their professional standards, but they also
care, and possibly even more so, about their financial viability. Professional standards and
mandatory rotation should guarantee independence, but as the case of Parmalat reminds us,
every law has a loophole, and in that scandal this loophole allowed the physical auditor to
move to the newly appointed firm after the rotation. Such an approach is based on clear de-
finitions (from the Latin finis, “boundary”, putting boundaries aroundmessy realities) of roles
and functions but ignores that the etymology of the word warns as that such de-finitions are
always precarious (as the Latin prefix “de-”, “to deprive”, reminds us). The description of the
relationships among stakeholders in the Parmalat scandal would much look like Figure 2, in
which entrepreneurs are politicians, auditors are not independent from the auditee and
governors are entrepreneurs (the case ofMr. Berlusconi andMr. Trump are just two cases of a
much broader lack of clear-cut boundaries between stakeholders).

In a nutshell, stakeholders’ agencies and interests are nested in ways that often, if not
always, escape the attempts of the regulators to black box them in categories as comforting as
they are misleading: they are de-fined, i.e. deprived of fixed and immutable boundaries,
agencies and identities. Every other recent accounting scandal, from Enron, where some
executives could not care less about shareholders, to Carillion, with auditorsmissing red flags
that others had clearly seen, would provide material for questioning the validity of any
attempt to define stakeholders, their agencies and the attempt to represent value and values
neutrally. This fiction presupposes a set of critical assumptions that currently tend to be
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ignored—assumptions that are crucial in defining what is measured, and how and why it is
measured.

Current approaches to disclosure, measurement and transparency seem to ignore the
notion that transparency is a matter of perspective and what we decide to account for—that
the practices of measurement embody that bias—and how and why we measure is not
independent of the institutional arrangements in which regulations are designed and in which
various types of measurement standards, from accounting to SDGs, are implemented. I
briefly describe these problems below and relate them to social and environmental
approaches to disclosure.

Measuring transparency is a matter of perspective
The very meaning of the word “disclosure” presupposes that there is something, be it the
value of a bottle of water, a derivative or quality of work, environment and life, out there
ready to be seen, measured and becoming knowledge to prompt management decisions and
ensure accountability and corporate responsibility. The literature on accounting for
sustainability has explored the whole range from the need for greater transparency in
order to inform stakeholders (Gray et al., 1997) to more nihilist approaches that view
disclosure as another form of organizational hypocrite (Cho et al., 2015).

It is not the purpose of this paper to review the literature on sustainability in full [2]. Here, I
want just to offer a space for reflection on the notion of transparency andwhat notion needs to
underpin accounting practices it if one wants to develop more participatory forms of
governance (Brown and Dillard, 2015). Take any of the 17 SDGs. “Quality of education”, for
instance, means little until it is defined though measures that specify what we mean by
“quality” and “education”. And it is exactly because of the ambiguity of words such as
“quality” that nobody can be against it. Entering primary education, for instance, is not a
measure of quality per se, as it ignores the differences among various schooling systems and
schools. Compare a state school in the UK on its facility, class size and extracurricular
activities with those of an independent school, for example. A comparison between schools in
the northern and southern hemispheres would be even more striking.

Although such words as “quality”, “decent”, “affordable”, “equality” and “sustainable”
used in uttering SDGs are ideals that are difficult to argue against, it is only when we define
these ideals through measures that the problems of measurement begin to surface. As the
etymology of the word “definition” reminded us earlier in this text.

Reducing the ambiguity, polysemy and evolving nature of such qualities as “decent”,
“affordable”, “equal” and “sustainable” to a number ignores the fact that value and values are
contested and contextual categories. They are intrinsically subject to changing preferences,
biases, functional uses and political influences, which define in whose interest the value
calculation is performed. Note the supremacy of shareholders’ interest.

In pursuing a strategy of enlargement, recent initiatives and policy pronunciations are still
anchored to a misleading principle based on the assumption that value and values can be
defined in clear and static terms. They ignore that accounting lives of, and thanks to,
ambiguity: people believe it reduces it, while very likely it augments it (Meyer, 1986; Davie,
2000). That strategy ignores the fact that “what is worth” is relational; it happens in networks
of relations; it depends on framings, contexts, opportunities and choices about what gets
measured and then managed and what becomes an “externality” instead (Callon and
Muniesa, 2005; Unerman et al., 2018). A bottle of water in central London differs from the
value of the same bottle in the middle of a desert, and I doubt that Pablo Picasso’sWomen of
Algiers worth USD 179.4 million at Christies in New York in 2015 would be worth that much
had it been sold in a degraded suburb in any part of the world, if that were the context in
which the sale took place. Not to mention that a bottle may become a weapon, if it is smashed
on someone’s head. SDGs aremoving targets. Both value and thatwhich is to bemeasured are
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in a constant state of flux—a flux that current initiatives to measurement want to stop (Gray
et al., 1997).

As demonstrated in the description of financial disclosure that I have recalled previously,
the same problem afflicts the de-finition of stakeholders and their agency. Looking at who
finances various environmental and social disclosure initiatives (assuming one can find the
information, which is often not disclosed on public websites) would cast doubt on the
complexity of the definition of stakeholders and their interest in taking part in the process. It
should surprise no one then, when assessing the quality of food sold in fast food chains, that
one proposed measure was the average caloric intake of the menu served in a restaurant.
Adding a salad not only diminishes this average and makes the menu officially “healthy” but
generates a shift in accountability: from the corporation selling junk food to the customerwho
can now choose between junk food and healthy food—as if one entered a burger shop to eat
salads!

Every way of seeing is indeed a way of not seeing. If one were to believe that shareholders
have the intrinsic motivation of maximizing profit, one would forget that they have much
more complex agencies. This is not a problem, per se; it is the spice of life. It becomes a
problem when we want to seek transparency by using this principle. Reducing what counts
as healthy to an average menu’s caloric intake makes us forget that that definition of healthy
does not necessarily correspond to what is to be measured, if the calculation that defines the
measure is done in the interest of the consumer rather than the corporation that sponsors the
initiative. The root cause of the failure of transparency is the fact that searching for it through
these de-finitions, blinds us, as wemiss all the other relations for whichwe are not accounting.
In seeking to represent reality, accounting constructs one reality (Hines, 1988), the only one
we are allowed to see: Seeking transparency indeed renders us blind.

That every way of seeing is a form of not seeing is indeed common sense. But it has
become so engrained in the mechanisms of financial and nonfinancial disclosure that we no
longer pay attention to it. The current frenzy for more and more metrics is based on this
forgetting and amplifies rather than reduces the paradox of transparency. That paradox
implies that we are blinded by a search for transparency based upon agreed standards,
central definitions of what is worthy of measurement, how and why, and on metrics to be
pushed out to the market. There is much to know—preferences, technologies of
measurement, quality of data, vested interest and the like—but little to disclose, if
disclosure is done from a single perspective, with a single focus. That would make the picture
blurred rather than limpid. Common sense is indeed no longer very common.

We do not want to repeat the same mistake when we design measurement systems aimed
at assessing the environmental and social impact of corporate behavior. We run the risk of
assuming that Nature, society and financial behaviors can be treated as if theywere unrelated
by measuring them in separate sets of measures. Figure 1 and the underlying theory of
disclosure is closer to fiction, enchantment and magic than it is to reality. It is fiction for the
assumptions it makes. It is enchanting because it promises a way out of the maze of
measurement, making us see the light of clarity thereby becoming a-mazing. It is magic,
because it promises a quick and unmediated access to financial value and nonfinancial
values. Just as Alchemy promised an effortless transformation of iron into gold, data
technologies andmeasurement promise a quick access to the essence of values, as if theywere
not ambiguous, contested categories (Eco, 2014).

If we want to improve the quality of transparency, the approach to transparency needs to
change. Measurement is naturally relative to a perspective. As Bruno Latour reminds us “a
little relativism brings us away from reality; a lot brings one back” (Latour, 1988, p. 173). In
order to assess the relativity of every measure, we need to design practices of measurement
based on this relativity rather than on certainties. Doubt prompts judgment, not beliefs. We
need to foster scrutiny, not compliance.
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Measuring transparency is a matter of practice
Table 1 shows a familiar income statement—so familiar that few people could think of any
other possible format. It begins with revenues and ends with profit, passing through
functional results (e.g. manufacturing, other operations, finance). Designed with the US
Corporation in mind, it seeks to represent how business functions contribute to profit and
allow shareholders to control their functional managers once ownership and management
became separated with the emergence of corporate capitalism. The statement was drawn in
the shareholder’s specific interest in the context of US corporate capitalism, which viewed the
stock exchange as the primary financial source for the corporation. What is now universally
conceived of as the income statement is intrinsically a political statement, which speaks to the
contested notion of value and its measurement by making a statement about it. And in
making that statement, it discloses profits but eventuallymakes invisible the social, economic
and political arrangements it embodies.

At least until global dominance of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
and in non-Anglo-American traditions, the income statement of a firm would have had
different formats. When I was an undergraduate at the University of Palermo, I studied at
least six variants (Ranalli, 2004). Two of these variants did not classify expenses according to
their business function (e.g. marketing, finance) but to their nature (i.e. supplies, labor costs,
etc.). This was the case in Italy at least until the adoption of the IFRS. But Italy was not the
only anomaly. The German accounting tradition, for example, would favor an income
statement in which the focus was, and in some cases still is (see BMW’s 2020 annual reports),
on the production and distribution of value-added, therefore taking the role of labor explicitly
into account and not merely considering capital in the production of value, as shown in
Table 2.

Revenues þ
Cost of goods sold �
Gross margin 5
Operating expenses �
Operating income 5
Financial income þ/�
Profit before tax 5
Tax �
Net profit 5

Revenues þ
Cost of production and services þ
Value-added by operating activities þ
Interest received þ
Dividends received þ
Wealth created 5
Distributed as follows
Employees (through salaries, wages and benefits) �
Providers of interest bearing capital (through interest) �
The state (for services through tax payments) �
The firm (through retained earnings) �
Shareholders (through dividends) �
Wealth distributed (5 to wealth created) 5

Table 1.
The income statement

Table 2.
The value-added
income statement
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The option between a classification of items by function and nature was still allowed under
the IV European Directive as a compromise between the European continental tradition and
the Anglo-American one.

The measurement logic underpinning the income statement in Table 1 is driven by a
search for certainty. It assumes that financial data aremeasurable and certified by an army of
supposedly independent auditors in the interests of shareholders who delegated the
management of their corporation to a new cadre of professional executives.

But, once again, the etymology of the word “data” helps to disentangle the complexities of
measurement. “Data” comes from Latin datum, which means “given,” but also “attributed,”
therefore begging those looking at data to investigate the ambiguous meaning in the space
between the two. Values, as much as meanings, are “given”, but more importantly, they
emerge from a process of attribution, of measurement, which is not neutral. Truth stands
somewhere between these two opposite poles.

The measurement logic underpinning the income statement in Table 2 is based upon a
greater awareness of this intrinsic ambiguity and recognizes the irreducible uncertainty and
relativity of both measurement and measures. The value-added income statement was a
platform to allow negotiation among stakeholders who would question the validity of the
figures in their respective interest in the general assembly, rather than naı€vely expecting that
auditors would do that on their behalf. Income statements classified by nature (of which the
value-added is possibly the most common, Lipari, 1993) were inspired by a logic of
compromise (from the Latin cum, “with”, and promisum, “promise”), signaling the
impossibility of absolute truth (even when it is fair) of the full alignment of interests.
Rather, it offers the promise of an agreement, a need to agree to disagree in order to keep
working together in that social space that was the firm, conceived as the institutional space
where social compromises could be searched and made possible.

A shift from Table 1 to Table 2 would immediately speak to social issues of income
distribution and (in-)equality, without the need for additional measures that would dilute the
key issue of value distribution in an ocean of newly defined metrics that little have to do with
the amount of money that goes into stakeholders’ pockets. That shift would make
stakeholders argue about what people can measure and care about—money—leaving them
to decide what is meant by “equal”. And while I would agree that what format the income
statement has is the result of social and political structures, showing that alternatives are
possible is the precondition to change and emancipation (Gallhofer and Haslam, 1996).

Indeed, the value-added statement reduced to numbers the complex judgment about what
was equal and just. However, it did so in order to augment our understanding of the
ambiguity of the notion of value and the reasons underpinning its production and
distribution. When deciding how to distribute value among a set of stakeholders nested in a
complex net of relationships, this ambiguity required wise judgment, and not merely
measurement (Puyou and Quattrone, 2018). It measured what could be counted (financial
movements) in order that what cannot be measured (issues of equality and justice) can be
questioned, thereby placing them on the same plane. Balance and proportionality are the
ultimate source of wisdom and the precondition for social cohabitation (as the word ratio-
nality, secretly reveals, from ratio, “proportion”, and “account”—not reason, in Latin).

When the author of the first accounting treatise that described the accruals introduced his
manual (Flori, 1636), he clearly stated in the preface that accounting is a pragmatic science. It
solves problems. It does not seek immanent truths; that is the role of theology—or at least it
was until the advent of post-modernism. Accounting and the related practice of measurement
aremuch humbler; theymust be driven by pragmatism, that is, its ability to address problems
such as sustainability, not by searches for impossible truths.

The statement in Table 2 also signals the risk of separating financial from nonfinancial
disclosure (Unerman et al., 2018) when dealing with issues of peaceful social co-habitation.
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Not by chance, the value-added format is used for national accounting, as it links what
happens in the economy to the kind of society a nation wants to be. The current frenzy about
moving away from financial to nonfinancial measures, other than the obvious and
documented nature of being a public relations tool (Cho et al., 2015), runs the risk of
distracting us from important matters of corporate financial returns and how they are
obtained at the expense of societal and environmental values. They may be considered
integrated, as in the case of Integrated Reporting and thinking, but they fall short when
integration is made visible, having shareholders’ interests as the main perspective giving
focus to the measurement. The other risk is to seek integration among financial and
nonfinancial indicators, while leaving the disclosure of corporate production and distribution
of value out of the equation or supplanted by other nonmandatory disclosures outside the
normal cycle of financial reporting—as is the case with SDGs.

If one wants to make a disclosure about societal issues a productive rather than a sterile
ritual, an effective practice of addressing inequality rather than a box-ticking exercise leading
to compliance to gain legitimacy in the new world of vacuum political correctness, one must
design accounting practices that account for and care for the social. Everyone cares about
society and the environment until caring affects their wallets. Value-added statements are the
first step toward embedding a fruitful negotiation among stakeholders on the question ofwho
has to take care of those left behind. My proposal in the section titled “A pragmatic
approach to transparency”, in which I describe the value-added statement for Nature,
seeks to provide a response to these issues by ensuring that we ask the right questions about
how we collectively care for both society and the environment, without forgetting that care
cannot be givenwithout taking care of the finances. As the Jesuits knew far toowell, pursuing
only profit is amoral and makes us sinners, but one cannot pursue God without the
appropriate financial resources (Quattrone, 2015). The Jesuits were indeed advanced when
discussing externalities and issues of integration!

Measuring transparency is a matter of institutional arrangements
The process of disclosure could not occur without a clear set of institutional arrangements to
make it possible. These arrangements are made of various institutional actors such as
standard setters and initiatives (International Accounting Standard Body, GRI, A4S, United
Nations), professional bodies and sponsoring agencies. They rely on specific standards or on
guidelines that organizations are trying to turn into standards, in favor of which such
institutional actors act as spokespeople competing in arenas devoted to this purpose. These
arenas become institutional fields comprising networks, alliances, sponsors, independent
advisors, exposure drafts, international agencies, new headquarters and a list of funding
bodies and foundations. Various material arrangements (this time not in accounting but in
concrete physical and procedural terms), from standards to expensive headquarters,
contribute to establishing credibility in various standardizing attempts competing to become
the ultimate legitimate standard setter.

This search for legitimation is not new (see, for example and in relation to environmental
accounting, Cho and Patten, 2007; Archel et al., 2009; Deegan, 2019). If one looked at the
history of accounting standards in the USA and replaced FASB with any three-letter
abbreviation (GRI, SDGs, A4S) that populates the arena in which the fight for legitimation
happens, one would see much the same story (see, the brief history of standardization in the
USA in Baxter, 1981, pp. 3–10). It is also a legitimate search, as every form of social
cohabitation requires rules that are recognized as valid by a community, in order that the
rules to be adopted and that the community adheres to them.

The problem is that current attempts at establishing standards for both financial and
nonfinancial disclosure are still anchored to an idea of transparency based on a central entity
that centrally seeks to “push” information out to the public—the central entity being the
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regulator that issues the standards or the firms that prepare and publish the accounts. The
reality is that the public can currently pull that information from a varied and decentralized
set of data sources. One effect is that its worth (from financial value to social and
environmental values) is now more volatile than ever. Another effect is that a simple Tweet
may make months of disclosure preparatory work collapse at the speed at which the news
becomes viral, regardless of its facticity.

Yet, there is no infrastructure, no institutional arrangement that acknowledges this
change in communication models. And despite the various attempts at taming fake news,
there are no platforms for debating the facticity of news (as if a true one existed). The current
loss of legitimation of financial reporting is due partly to this change in modes of disclosure.
Information is now available to users in quantity and quality, and despite the glitches of fake
news, a growing number of tools for scrutiny are available to information users. Technology
is finally making visible what a good accountant has always known: Value is a matter of
judgment, of definition of what is to be measured, how, and above all, why.

The production and distribution of value is also moving from a push to a pull model with
platform organizations (from Uber to Facebook and Spotify) becoming ubiquitous and
gradually supplanting themodel of the corporation that has characterized the development of
economies and societies for most of the twentieth century (Davies, 2016). Meanwhile our
disclosure frameworks are anchored to a preindustrial revolution model, in which fruits are
produced by assets, not by managerial coordination, and even less by data and
communication exchanges (Kornberger et al., 2017). And although the production and
distribution of value and their definition and representation are changing dramatically,
current regulatory attempts and proposed practices of measurement are assuming a push
model—a model of standards, central bodies and auditing and assurance practices.

Again, going back to the various failures of disclosure in the financial reporting space will
help to clarify mistakes that the growing number of initiatives on nonfinancial disclosure
have to avoid in the future. Commentators often herald two things as the solution to recurring
accounting scandals: transparency in financial reports and the independence of auditors as
fact checkers. Themore transparency and auditor independence fail, the more regulators and
the press call for more transparency, independence and objectivity. Unfortunately, to
paraphrase H.L. Menken, this “well-known solution” is as neat and plausible as it is wrong.

Conventional wisdom conceives of disclosure as a communication of given facts. It treats
value measurements to be disclosed as boxes that travel unquestioned from producers to
users of these measures. This journey is supposed to be made safe and smooth by a specific
institutional arrangement—auditing—with the auditors playing the difficult role of
certifying that appropriate health and safety standards have been followed.

As much as we take the perspective of disclosure and related practices for granted,
however, we tend to forget that auditors have a big stake in those practices. The biggest
elephant in the auditing room is the conflict of interest between the auditor who performs the
check and the auditee who pays for it (today a band of executives, no longer Rockefellers,
Agnellis and the like, who check on them through audits). It should be no surprise that
auditing scandals emerge regularly. Auditors may be driven by professional values aimed at
guaranteeing the true and fair value of their accounts, but it is more likely that they are driven
by the commercial interest that bonds them to their customers. Accounting scandals such as
the recurrent Enrons, Parmalats and Carillons are a painful and costly testimony of the
constant failure of transparency and relatedmarketmechanisms for ensuring it. The response
to these failures has been a call for greater transparency, more market and more audits.

The recent enlargement of the realm of the measurable does not alter the basic underlying
assumption that the disclosure of nonfinancial values must provide “true and fair” views,
forgetting, again, what the Romans taught us: Facts are always “made” (from the Latin
factum, “made”). The process of disclosure is not mere communication of a measured value.
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Academic research has now consistently shown that in communicating financial and
nonfinancial values, practices of disclosure construct these values (Hines, 1988). It has shown
that various forms of disclosure and metrics are more often than not instruments for
negotiation (recent mergers and acquisitions in the automotive industry being used to justify
growing scale); for stakeholders’management (British universities rendering staff redundant
by using recurrent financial crises, from pension deficits to COVID-19 shortage of students,
and trade unions using different assumptions to make the opposite case); and, more often
than not, for rationalization and legitimation of immoral conduct made invisible behind the
institutional veil of auditors, accounting standards and market-based accounting (see,
Burchell et al., 1980; Carruthers and Espeland, 1991. The list of accounting scandals is far too
long for the word limit of this article). It should not be surprising that most of the disclosure of
societal and environmental impacts is prepared by marketing and public relations
departments rather than by the finance function, and even financial disclosure is now
increasingly in fancy, glossy, digital reports—testimony to the fact that they are rituals of
impressionmanagement rather than rituals of actual verification (Cho et al., 2015; Bebbington
et al., 2008; Davison, 2008; Power, 1997). It will be of no surprise that once the race for
legitimation in the field of nonfinancial disclosure has been won by one of the current
combatants (with the UN and its SDGs in pole position for the victory), the next step will be
the emergence of data audits. Auditing will replicate the enlargement of the realm of the
measurable (from financial to nonfinancial values) that various initiatives in the field for
disclosure have conducted, finally making audit societies real but meaningless (Power, 1997).

It is time to seek other institutional arrangements for disclosure andmake them consistent
with emerging models of communication. Platform organizations have moved from a push-
to-pull mode of production of value. An analogue move toward a platform for disclosure is
needed—a platform in which communication is conceived of neither as communication of a
given fact or the construction of a legitimate reality—wherewhat is to be communicated, how
and why it is co-defined in communities, is communicated in social networks and various
forms of media (Cornelissen et al., 2015).

Various institutional arrangements will be required in order for all of this to happen:
Various practices will have to be designed, and a multiplicity of perspectives will have to be
acknowledged and respected in defining what counts.

What follows is a pragmatic attempt to ensure that transparency is a true source of
dialogue and competitive advantage. Paradoxically, I argue that that will happen only when
disclosure ismade in the interest of the public and common good, and not in the interest of one
stakeholder or another. I begin by proposing a format of disclosure that will bring the
measurement of nonfinancial value back into the orbit of financial measurement.

A pragmatic approach to transparency: the value-added statement for nature
In describing various issues that affect both financial and nonfinancial disclosure, I have
followed a similar path to that explored by the evolution of various disclosure initiatives. I
beganwith financial disclosure and its focus on the perspective of shareholder, which informs
a form of disclosure described in Table 1. I then recalled approaches that broaden that focus
to recognize other stakeholders’ perspectives, with the resulting value-added practice of
disclosure, as exemplified in Table 2. This move resulted in a first attempt at recognizing the
societal impact of financial matters, as the value-added statement is not only an instrument
for macroeconomic planning (as it is the case in national accounting) but also a platform for
exploring the social implications of the production and distribution of value.

Not by chance, value-added was adopted by many recovery initiatives in Italy, Japan,
Spain and the UK after the end of Second World War, as it constituted a platform for
informing decisions on how to produce value (e.g. with revenues generated through services,
manufacturing or infrastructure), where to produce value (e.g. in developed or under-
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developed areas) and who benefited from its distribution (e.g. shareholders; workers; the
State, through taxation; or the firm, as the locus where this mediation took place, through
retained earnings). The logic of value-added is not alien to financial reporting. In Italy,
proposals for a Bilancio Sociale (a social financial report) were popular in the 1980s when the
same attention to the approach to value measurement gained traction in the UK before the
emergence of a neo-liberal ideology under Mrs. Thatcher’s government (McLeay, 1983;
Vermiglio, 1984). The IV EU directive and subsequent IAS 1 still allowed the classification of
Income Statement items by nature to allow the calculation of the production and distribution
of value-added logic. National accounts are still calculated with this logic, some corporations
under State influence (e.g. IRI) produced value-added plans and budgets (Quattrone et al.,
2014; Monfardini et al., 2021; Quattrone et al., 2021), and various Latin American corporations
are currently experimenting with it to account for social and environmental issues (see Perera
Aldama and Zicari, 2012).

Societal issues of inequality and income distribution could be immediately made visible
and therefore manageable through value-added accounts. But can the value-added logic be
adjusted to account for environmental issues as well? This is what I explore in the next
section, beginning with practices.

Changing practices of disclosure: the value-added statement for nature
Think of a classroom. Depending on its layout, pupils and teachers would have different
social interaction, and knowledge would be generated in different ways. With desks in rows
and pupils facing the teacher, the layout would embed the idea that knowledge is to be
transferred from teacher to pupil. In a Harvard-style lecture theatre, the amphitheater shape
would allow students to interact, coordinated by a lecturer. Here the empty space of the
semicircle symbolizes the ambiguity of the case study to be debated. Knowledge emerges
from questioning, scrutiny and debate. Different kinds of spatial arrangements generate
different kinds of social interaction and different approaches to knowing. I introduce this
description because an account, a report and a dashboard are not different; their design will
shape the kind of interaction that various stakeholders have. Lines make a difference (Ingold,
2007; Suzuki, 2018).

I therefore propose a small but significant change to the structure of the value-added
statement. As shown in Table 3 propose to add a line in the area of the distribution of
value: a Provision for Nature, which will constitute a related Fund for Nature in the
Balance sheet.

This is a small but important addition, and it shows how practices of disclosure are not
neutral in what, how and why we disclose (it also relates to matters of perspective and
institutional arrangements, as discussed in the next section). This additionwould not alter the
currentmeasurement of financial values butwould immediately draw attention to thewaywe
humans relate to Nature. In a value-added statement, we account for the consumption of
production factors. We use labor and capital, for instance, and we remunerate them through
salaries and dividends and interest.We also consume (and destroy) natural resources, and we
account for this destruction by measuring the consumption of raw materials, energy and the
like. The problem is thatwe do not remunerate Nature, asNature has no onewho can speak on
its behalf. That is a task that we have to pose to ourselves. The addition of a Provision for
Nature in the Value-Added for Nature Income Statement (VAN) would achieve this first key
result—forcing all stakeholders to pay serious attention to how we relate our corporate
activity to the only stakeholder who does not have a voice: Nature. At the end of the financial
year, workers, shareholders, the state and providers of financial resources should ask
themselves two questions: “Howmuch do we want to give back to Nature? Howmuch are we
willing to sacrifice from our own return to reconstitute those natural resources, the
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consumption of which has allowed the creation of value fromwhichwe benefit?”We consume
wood, copper and the like, but no one asks us to pay attention to what we can due to
reconstitute that natural capital or to compensate Nature for the irremediable loss of
unrenewable resources. A small line would make an incredible shift in perspective, as I
explore in the next section. It would have agency (as noted by Sullivan and Harris, 2017, in
relation to non-financial measures) but from within the financial statements, thus
internalizing the externalities that normally a reduction to complex financial measures
implies and respond to those calls for a serious integration between financial and non-
financial measures (Unermann et al., 2018). Equally, the establishment of a Fund for Nature in
the Balance Sheet will generate a debate on its use by the management who will have to be
accountable to stakeholders in the general assembly [3].

Changing the perspective of disclosure: on making common good transparent
Aminuscule addition to a conventional (and currently used, albeit in small numbers) income
statement could provide a disclosure revolution—a revolution in perspective and focus. First,
it would recognize Nature as another key stakeholder, just as workers are recognized in
German companies and shareholders in US corporations, and just as the State is recognized
more broadly. It will use disclosure to make users reflect on the inevitable trade-offs that one
faces when dealing with the production and distribution of nature and internalize the
externalities that currently are treated as non-financial issues to be measured. Second, such a
small change recognizes that such issues as social justice and sustainability cannot be
reduced to objective measures. Rather they require stakeholders to use judgment when
making decisions about them, which will provide procedures for exploring the kind of ratio-
nality that needs to be used when we destroy, produce and distribute value issues. It will
make no assumptions about right or wrong, but will offer concrete practices to elicit
preferences and to prompt judgment (see, instead, the approach to carbon emissions with
given quotas). What is sustainable in a developed, Western country may differ from what is
deemed sustainable in a developing country, where the approach may include exploration

Revenues +
Cost of produc�on and services +
Value added by opera�ng ac�vi�es +
Interest received +
Dividends received +
Wealth created =

Distributed as follows:
Employees (through salaries, wages and benefits) –

Providers of interest bearing capital (through interest) –

Nature (through provisions to a fund for nature) –

The State (for services through tax payments) –

The Firm (through retained earnings) –

Shareholders (through dividends) –
Wealth distributed (= to wealth created) =

Table 3.
The value-added
statement for
nature (VAN)
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and innovation to, say, sustainability, given the lack of path dependencies. Third, this
statement will make it clear that pursuing specific and individual interests (those of each
individual stakeholder) requires the need to recognize the interests of others. It implies an
understanding of common good as a dynamic and contested, continuously de-fined category,
which must be questioned and scrutinized through practices of disclosure that are designed
coherently with a notion of transparency that recognizes the continuous shift of perspective
and focus [4].

A great deal of ink has been dedicated recently to re-defining corporate purpose, the
debate on Freedman’s statement about the purpose of the corporation being the recent
example. The VAN will put common good center stage and provide concrete practices not
only to assess the kind of societies in which we want to live (something which the
conventional value-added statement already allows) but also the kind of relationships we
collectively want to have with Nature and Mother Earth.

Finally, the VAN, in addition to representation and mediation as underlying aims of
disclosure (as in Tables 1 and 2), will recognize that disclosure is meant to influence behavior
and decision-making. Themoment one realizes that one does not provide for the consumption
of natural resources, the statement acts as a mirror from which to speculate on the kind of
selves we are and have become. By seriously integrating financial and nonfinancial
disclosure, not only the corporation, but the whole range of stakeholders will have to justify
how they have related to Nature: Are they simply predators or are they conscious inhabitants
of Planet Earth, aware of the limitedness and preciousness of its resources? The level of the
provision could even be zero, but this will have reputational effects.

The VAN is therefore a pragmatic solution for recognizing that when we measure
financial and nonfinancial values, we need to consider not only the existence of multiple
perspectives (those of the various stakeholders, now including Nature) but also that these
perspectives change and cannot be crystallized in centralized de-finitions that ignore the
ambiguity of the notion of value, of sustainability and of the multiplicity of continuously
changing and vested stakeholder interests. Acknowledging this shift in perspective remains
a futile public relations exercise if not accompanied by coherent practices of disclosure. The
VAN is a step in that direction, a step toward the recognition that this ambiguity makes the
SDGs imperatives so appealing and powerful. We should safeguard rather than denying
ambiguity, building on this appeal rather than pretending that things can be easily rendered
transparent through simple measures. Transparency and disclosure require the
establishment of tensions between opposite and contrasting interests—tensions that
create a space for scrutiny, negotiation and final mediation. Governing disclosure and
transparency must change too.

Changing the institutional arrangements of disclosure: reports as diffused forms of
governing transparency
When I was at Oxford, I once invited the late Mr. Saccomanni, former Director General of the
Bank of Italy and then Ministry of Finance in the Italian Government, to give a talk at Italian
Studies at Oxford, a center I had co-founded. He gaveme a ride in his car to the venue. On that
brief journey, I shared my puzzlement in discovering, while studying the Parmalat scandal,
that the Bank of Italy is owned by the very banks that it should control. I asked him whether,
to assure the correct functioning of financial markets, an arrangement similar to that of the
UK would not have been better, with control exercised by its central and independent
authority (the FSA at that time). He looked at me like a good father looks at his naı€ve kid
venturing into the complicacies of the financial world for the first time. To paraphrase Mr.
Saccommani, he told me that if such an agency existed in Italy, it would be easy to bribe the
director and the board and control the whole system. There is a different approach in Italy—a
diffused ownership of the bank, so that each player can check on the others. To my surprise,
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he told me that the US Federal Reserve works in the same way. The problem that Italy now
has, he explained, is that because of the belief in the market as a governance mechanism and
the need for scale when operating at a global level, the Italian banking sector and financial
industry is now concentrating too much, threatening the independence of the Bank and the
effectiveness of its controls. Paradoxically, I would argue, a diffused ownership that denied
independency delivered a much more effective governance than would a naı€ve belief in
independence. Independence, like transparency, is an impossible dream. For those dreams to
become real, they require the right institutional arrangements and a great deal of work
(Lawrence et al., 2003).

So what kind of institutional arrangements will make disclosure of financial and
nonfinancial measures effective? Mr. Saccomanni’s wisdomwould suggest a diffused form of
governing transparency. Rather than reinforcing central authorities and standard bodies and
relying on supposedly independent auditors, would it not be better to reinforce the
competition for truth in the disclosure arena? This step would require a stronger voice from
the workforce; a stronger voice from the State, in the form of collecting taxes for the benefit of
taxpayers; and a stronger voice representing Nature, to check on the behavior of corporations
and shareholders. It would also require that auditors have a stronger voice.

A parallel with the judiciary system may help (Kleinman et al., 2012). In that system, we
have lawyers, who serve the interest of the client; prosecutors, who pursue the interest of the
public; and judges, who exercise wise choice in the interest of society. In audit and disclosure,
we have only lawyers who are paid by the client, but who should serve the public interest?
Why not recreate the tension between the prosecution and the defense in the auditing system
as well, with a judge to guarantee the interest of the public? Without going to the extremes of
nationalizing the audit industry and away from the useless separation between consulting
and auditing business for the Big 4, one could think of a public agency, which collects fees
from auditees and assigns auditing jobs to the auditors, finally eliminating the biggest
elephant in the auditing room—the conflict of interest between auditee and auditor. Some
readers may be smiling and deem that change impossible and impracticable. But look at
Switzerland. The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) works in a similar
way, walking the talk of independence.

The spacewhere this competition can happen is the VAN, whichwould become not only a
space for disclosure but also an arena for governing the fight for transparency, for defining
values and determining what counts. It would become a participatory space (Brown and
Dillard, 2015) where finally various stakeholders could engage in a dialogue (Gray et al.,
1997) and accounting practices could be both constraining and emancipatory. In a model of
disclosure that moves away from a capital market discourse on transparency and from an
understanding of communication as push rather than pull, we need such arenas and spaces
of negotiation, where facts and news are scrutinized, and compromises are achieved. This is
not a search for truth. Truth does not exist, but if it did exist, one could not stretch it too far.
Every way of seeing is a way of not seeing. A denial of that interplay implies falsity. Beyond
the false dichotomy between true and fake news, we need good old effective checks and
balances.

In medio stat virtus (virtue lies in the just middle, neither too much or too little), as the
Romans taught us. This is the key for a new social contract in which inequality and the
relationship between humans and Nature are explicitly posed at the crux of the destruction,
production and distribution of financial and nonfinancial values. This is the only way in
which corporations can retain their license to operate and regain legitimacy, and it is a
precondition for developing competitive advantages. Balance and balance sheets are the key
to wisdom (Kaye, 2014). They are also the key to retaining the license and regaining needed
legitimacy to operate in economies and societies: a lesson that we have forgotten, but one that
is valid now more than ever.
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Notes

1. The link between calls for transparency and disclosure and the efficient market hypothesis is well
established in the literature. A lot of work, since Tinker et al. (1982), has been done to illustrate how
the market efficiency hypothesis is often taken for granted in when setting accounting standards to
the point of influencing policy even in unexpected regulatory regimes (see Bewley et al., 2018, in
relation to the diffusion of fair value accounting in China). Although beyond the scope of this paper,
similar work needs to be done in relation to two other taken-for-granted and unquestioned drivers of
corporate disclosure: comparability and materiality. I am grateful to one of the referees to raise
this issue.

2. The literature on social and environmental accounting is vast and even venturing briefly into it
would deviate this paper from its main aim of illustrating the need for modifying the income
statement and the balance sheet to give voice to nature. The recent publication of the Routledge
Handbook of Environmental Accounting (Bebbington et al., 2021) has done an excellent and much
better job than I could dowithin the space constrain of this paper. In that companion, see particularly,
O’Dwyer (2021), which is a nice addition to the classic Gray (2010). See also, the review of papers
published in Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal by Owen (2007) and then the special
issue edited by Russell et al. (2017). The piece by O’Dwyer and Unerman (2016) in the 40th
Anniversary of Accounting, Organizations and Society is also a classic reference.

3. The provision for nature may also be conceived of as an instrument to constitute a public fund, then
acquiring the status of taxation. However, I fear that this would generate a kind of tick-boxmentality
where the devolution of, say, 3% of revenues to the cause of saving Nature, would clear our
conscience but not act as a reflexive exercise of participative governance (Brown and Dillard, 2015,
see also Ostrom’s notion of “polycentric governance”; Ostrom, 2009). I am very grateful to one of the
reviewers to make me reflect on this point and point me to Ostrom’s work.

4. As we note in a working paper (Quattrone et al., 2021), the Italian Catholic elite, when facing the risk
of having Italy assimilated to either a corporate capitalist or socialist country at the end of the Second
World War, defined, as a moral principle to orientate individual and social behavior, the “common
good” as those conditions that allowed the pursuit of individuals’ interests’. In this circular reference,
pursuing the common good would inevitably pose the need to balance various and different
individual interests.
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